
shood
Project pages are smaller versions of the Working Group pages. Hierarchically Projects are the same as Working Groups, just with fewer people (usually one, occasionally 2 or 3) running them and generally less activity. Sometimes Projects fit within Working Groups, (and in fact even smaller Working Groups fit within Working Groups). 

shood
shows that this is a project, and the date. same principle as with the other pages

shood
same principle as with the other images

shood
this shows the hierarchy of department>working group>project. As discussed already, it is possible that some "mini" working groups might appear underneath a working group, so this hierarchy would be department>working group>mini-working group within this working group>project 

shood
theoretically just the one person (should link to their profile); however this should be unlimited as it's possible that there could be more than one person on here. 

As with the Working Group pages, we also need the option here to add the names of non-MPIWG members of the project (people who are collaborating on it in some way), with the option also of a URL to that person's external webpage

shood
The user should read here the text describing the project. There should be no maximum text, but the "More" accordion button that pops the remaining text up should be optional from 300-words length, and compulsory from 500 words. No "More" button should be visible if there is not more text to be shown

shood
same general info box as shown on earlier pages, we should have the option of some fixed fields chosen by the administrator of the website but there should also be a "choose your own" option to add free text here. For the sake of streamlining the pages I envision that people can link to events etc. related to their project here, instead of having a whole events widget (these smaller projects are unlikely to have so much activity)

shood
keyword principle same as previously shown.

shood
"Beyond the Academy" is the Working Group that this project is designated to– however, plenty of individual projects are not part of a working group, and so would be shown as being just part of a department/unit and umbrella theme. Since the Research Groups do not have umbrella themes, in these cases the Working Groups and projects would appear directly under the Research Group name, with no theme (see the sheet I send separately describing these various hierarchies)

shood
the keywords are a more neon green than this, this page was completed before the final keywords color was decided upon... In case you wondered why they look a different color!

shood
Optional!  The same publications widget as shown on earlier research pages, with same functionalities as described. Shows publications that are part of this project. Must be fed from PuRe or can be a free text field. 

shood
view All same functionality as with publications on the working group page


